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Jeffrey J. Mirman: Editor-in-Chief
Glenn S. Pantel: Business Manager
Donald W. Strader: Photography Editor
FACULTY

Dean George Owen
Richard Kagan
History

Kenneth Lynn
History

Kingsley Price
Philosophy and Education
Lester Ettlinger
Physics

David Spring
History

Willie Lee Rose
History
Robert Forster, Kenneth Lynn
History

James Poulney
Classics
Gerhard Friesen
German

Clinton DeSoto
Psychology

J. Woodford Howard
Political Science
Richard Macksay
Humanities

H. Warren Moos
Physics

Gerard Meyer
Electrical Engineering
Robert Rothstein
Political Science

Donald Pritchard
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Richard Kokes
Chemistry

Aihud Pevsner
Physics

Gary Posner
Chemistry
John Walton
Education

David Harvey
Geography and
Environmental Engineering
M. Gordon Wolman
Geography, Environmental Engineering

Elias Rivers
Romance Languages

Richard Allen
German
Moise Goldstein, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
Alvin Nason
Biology

Matthew Crenson
Political Science

Phoebe Stanton
Art History
Richard Pfeffer
Political Science

Ronald Walters
History
Robert Pond
Mechanics

Jerry Schubel
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Robert Arellano
Chemistry, Writing Seminars

William Harrington
Biology

William Huggins
Electrical Engineering
Georg Krotkoff
Near Eastern Studies

Willis Gore
Electrical Engineering

Peter Newman
Political Economy

William Hartman
Mechanics
Maurice Mandlebaum
Philosophy

Carl Christ
Political Economy
Leslie Kovasney
Mechanics

Francis Rourke
Political Science

Emil White
Chemistry

Charles Singleton
Humanities
Dr. Steven Muller
President

Doris Entwisle, Social Relations

Saul Roseman, Biology
Harry Wolfe
Povost

Roman Verhaalen, Dean of Evening College
C. Wayne Hood
Director of Financial Aid
Mrs. Dea A. Kline

G. Wilson Schaffer

Wayne Anderson
Dr. Roy Chestnut
CAMPUS LIFE
CLARK

WILLARD
Griffin House Party
New Dorms, JHU
Michelob on tap.
Girls free!
Nov. 17
9:30 P.M.
LAZEAR

[Image of a group of people looking up at the camera from a low vantage point]
GALLAGER HOUSE (Goucher College)
SPORTS
FOOTBALL
SOCCER
JV SOCCER

[Image of team members wearing 'H' jerseys]

[Image of a match with players in action]

[Image of a coach standing with a soccer ball]
BASKETBALL...
BEST TEAM EVER
WRESTLING
SWIMMING
Jews, W.

Jones, J.

Jones, R.

Keene, P.

Kemelhor, B.
Sturm, W.  
Sumpto, B.  
Sze, M.
Younger, S.  Zajac, T.  Zaro, B.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA NU
MSE SYMPOSIUM
The Board of Intramural Athletics is a student run organization of the Physical Education Department, responsible for the organization and promotion of all intramural sports at Johns Hopkins. The BIA presents a diversified program of fourteen sports throughout the academic year. Leagues are established for fraternity, dormity, and independent competition. Trophies are awarded to the fraternity and dormity house accumulating the greatest number of points in competition throughout the year. This year, three fraternities, TEP, DU, and ATO, are all in strong contention for the trophy, with TEP, the trophy winner for the last three years, holding a slight edge. In the dormitory competition, Griffen leads the field with Royce, Guildersleeve, Wilson-Wood, Vincent-Willard, and Jennings close behind.
The Johns Hopkins Honor System exists to guarantee high standards of conduct in academics and to limit membership to those persons able and willing to maintain those standards.

An honor system is not something imposed from without, but realized within the community. Such a system establishes a feeling of trust in one's fellow students, and contributes to an atmosphere of freedom in an intellectual endeavor.

The Honor Commission, as representatives of the student community, are elected to deal with persons who have potentially violated the trust between that individual and the community under the Honor System.
BAND


Karen Freedman, Shirley Dilsworth, Gail Williams, Senior Brother Dale Saunders.
May the least you get be the most you wish for

Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1974
from the members of the
board of

3400 on Stage
Photography Staff

Richard Kissiah, Faculty

Anthony Riela, Sports
CLASS OF 1977

L-R: Carlos Mock, Vice Pres.; Barbara Black, Treasurer; Mark Spatola, President; Bob Soloff, Secretary.
CLASS OF 1975
MSE SYMPOSIUM

Co-Chairmen Steve Bers and Dave Yaffe

send congratulations to the Class of 1974
The Admissions Office wishes to breathe a sigh of relief that those whom they admitted have finally made it through.

Vice President Benton extends his congratulations and sincere best wishes to the class of 1974.
The Hullabaloo

sends

CONGRATULATIONS

to the

CLASS OF 1974

This year's Hullabaloo will feature a
24 page Supplement. Additional student
activities, advertisers, and Sponsors and
Patrons will be included. To be featured
also are Spring Sports and the Spring
Fair, 3400 on Stage.
COHEN, DAVID ELLIOTT
Biology
COHEN, MERYL PAULA
Mathematical Sciences
Ieee Treasurer.
COLE, STUART A.
Psychology
JSA, Bridge Club; Chess Club; BIA Basketball.
COLE, TIMOTHY D.
Electrical Engineering
IEEE.
COHEN, DAVID ELLIOTT
Humanistic Psychology
COHEN, MERYL PAULA
COLE, STUART A.
IEEE.
Ieee Treasurer.
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Chemistry
COLE, STUART A.
IEEE.
Ieee Treasurer.
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Chemistry
CROSSWHITE, HENRY M. III
Humanistic Studies
Swimming-MAC; Secretary; Newsletter; H-Club; Student Advisor.
CRUZ, EMILIO LOUIS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Biology
Physics
Cruz, Emilio Louis
Biology
Tutoring; Student Senate Committee; Newsletter; Business Manager; Publicity Chairman for Flying Monkey Concert Series; Co-chairman JHU Students for McGovern.

CROSSWHITE, HENRY M. III
Humanistic Studies
Swimming-MAC; Secretary; Newsletter; H-Club; Student Advisor.

CRUZ, EMILIO LOUIS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Biology
Physics
Cruz, Emilio Louis
Biology
Tutoring; Student Senate Committee; Newsletter; Business Manager; Publicity Chairman for Flying Monkey Concert Series; Co-chairman JHU Students for McGovern.

CROSSWHITE, HENRY M. III
Humanistic Studies
Swimming-MAC; Secretary; Newsletter; H-Club; Student Advisor.

CRUZ, EMILIO LOUIS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Biology
Physics
Cruz, Emilio Louis
Biology
Tutoring; Student Senate Committee; Newsletter; Business Manager; Publicity Chairman for Flying Monkey Concert Series; Co-chairman JHU Students for McGovern.

CROSSWHITE, HENRY M. III
Humanistic Studies
Swimming-MAC; Secretary; Newsletter; H-Club; Student Advisor.

CRUZ, EMILIO LOUIS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Biology
Physics
Cruz, Emilio Louis
Biology
Tutoring; Student Senate Committee; Newsletter; Business Manager; Publicity Chairman for Flying Monkey Concert Series; Co-chairman JHU Students for McGovern.
Biology

Tauf Epsilon Phi; BIA, Secretary.

FORD, GARY W., Political Science

FOREMAN, FORREST O., FORGIONE, NANCY ELLEN

Humanistic Studies

Newsletter, FORTNER, JAY HOWARD

Pre-medicine

Black Student Union, secretary.

FREUNDLUK, DAVID M., JV Baseball.

Biology

GAFFIN, JAMES E., Newsletter, Manager

FREEMAN, KAREN E., Art History

BLACK STUDENT UNION, secretary.

GAFFIN, BRUCE H., Chemistry

GALBRATH, EUGENE K., Philosophy

WJHU; Baltimore Free University.

GARDNER, PETER C., International Studies

GARDNER, JAMES E., Biology

Karate Club; Director Hometown News Service.

GIBBS, CURTIS M., Political Science

Glee Club; Chapel Choir; Madrigal Group.

GIBBS, JOHN W., English

GIBSON, ROBERT G., GILLER, P. ESTHER

Humanistic Studies

Housemaster; Newsletter, Manager Editor.

GILMAN, J. PAUL

GLASMA NN, JOSEPH REDE

Geology

GLOCKER, WILLIAM

English

Bass, Station Manager WJHU.

GOLDMAN, GREG JAY

Electrical Engineering

Sigma Phi Epsilon, athletic chairman;Eta Kappa Nu, secretary; BIA; Freshman Honors; Wrestling.

GOLDMAN, KENNETH R.

Mechanical Engineering

Fencing; Sigma Phi Epsilon.

GOLENBERG, EDWARD M.

Marine Ecology

GORE, CAROL L.

Psychology

FRESHMAN HONORS.

GOTTLEIB, LARRY

Mathematics

GOTTESMAN, ROBERT P.

Music

GRANET, MICHAEL ALLEN

Political Economy

JSA.

GRANET, HARRIET BETH

Pre-law.

GRANET, MICHAEL ALLEN

Natural Sciences

Orientation Student Activities.

GRAVES, DERRICK B.

GRAY, ROBERT L.

Political Science

Cross Country; Track Committee on Undergraduate Studies; Freshman Advising.

GREENFIELD, GERALD Q. JR.

Natural Sciences

Alpha Epsilon Delta; Track, captain; Pershing Rifles; Scabbard and Blade; BIA.

GRESEL, MICHAEL G.

GRIFFO, JOSEPH F.

Biology

Lacrosse; Jude.

GRODY, WAYNE W.

Natural Sciences

Alpha Epsilon Delta; Undergraduate Science Bulletin, Assoc. Editor.

GUEDEL, RICHARD MARK

Philosophy

GUSTIN, MICHAEL C.

Biography

ATC; Orientation; Student Advisor.

HACK, DAVID M.

Social and Behavioral Sciences

HAGERTY, ANN FLEMING

Art History

HAM, NEIL J.

Mathematics

Soccer.

HAMLIN, BARBARA KEESEY

Psychology

Transfer Orientations Committee.

HARRIS, MARK D.

HASEGAWA, JOHN ERIC

HAYET, WILLIAM

Pre-medicine

Football; Baseball; Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity; H-Club; JSA; Student Advisor.

HAYNES, GEORGE P.

Engineering

HAZARD, NEIL L.

Engineering Sciences

Tauf Epsilon Phi; Wrestling, Captain; BIA, President.

HEITBEECHER, CRISTOF H.

Electrical Engineering

HENDERSON, CHARLES ANTHONY

HENNESSEY, LAWRENCE J. JR.

Geography and Environmental Engineering

Kappa Alpha.

HERDOIZU, BOLIVAR P.

Natural Sciences

JV Soccer; Tau Epsilon Phi; Undergrad Assistant to New Student Information Center; Language Lab assistant; CODE; Catholic Community on Campus.

HERMAN, MICHAEL H.

Physics

Admissions Council; Course Guide; Founder and Pres., of Ski Club Alpha Epsilon Delta.

HINTER, PHILIP A.

HILL, BARBARA B.

Social and Behavioral Sciences

HOCHHEIMER, JEAN L.

Social and Behavioral Sciences

Glee Club Women's Center; WJHU.

Hoffman SHEPARD

HORRIS, JAMES A.

Engineering Sciences

Tauf Epsilon Phi; BIA; ROTC

HOWER, CARY L.

Natural Sciences

Tauf Epsilon Phi; Chorus

HUOYOS-ORIOZIO, LUIS HORACIOZ

Political Economy

HUBBARD, C. CLARK

Psychology

HUNT, KATHLEEN E.

Social and Behavioral Sciences
Earth and Planetary Sciences
O'BRIEN, MICHAEL P.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
ODONNELL, MICHAEL W.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
ORR, DAVID CARROLL

Psychology
Smilling.
OWEN, JOHN SKELTON
Psi Chi; Barnstormer, Vice President.

Biology
PASICK, MAURY R.
Electrical Engineering

Political Economy
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Vice President; Intramural Athletics.

Pre-Medicine
Tu Epsilon Phi Fraternity; Mary PIRG; WJHU; Charles Street Journal Business Manager.

Chemistry
PHELAM, BRIAN KEVIN
Natural Sciences
Freshman Honors

Pre-Medicine
Tutoring Program; Student Advisor.

Liberal Arts & Humanities
PETERS, CHARLES P.
Natural Sciences

History
ROBERTS, ANN M.
Social and Behavioral Sciences

History
ROBERTS, JAMES CRAIG
Social and Behavioral Sciences

History
ROBINSON, ROBERT
Social and Behavioral Sciences

Psychology
ROSENBERG, GAIL J.
Quantitative Studies

Psi Chi; Course Guide.

Psychology
ROSENBERG, IRA J.
Pre-Medicine

Psychology
ROSENBERG, ROBERT DAVID

Psychology
ROSENTHAL, EILEEN F.

Physics
RUGenson, MARC S.

Psychology
Delta Phi Alpha; Student Advisor.

Psychology
ROUSENFELD, GEORGE L.
Pre-Medicine

Psychology
Delta Phi.

Psychology
RUTTER, JOHN C.

Psychology
Delta Phi.

Psychology
RUTTER, JOHNN,

Natural Sciences

RUV, JAY HOON
TAYLOR, DERRICK DONALD
Biochemistry
Blue Key Society; Senior Class, Vice President; Black Student Union President 1973-1974; Housemaster. RENNEWITZ, JOHN R., JR.
Political Economy
BIA; Intramural Athletics; Freshman Lacrosse.

THEIBERT, RICHARD WILDER
Political Science
Freshman Honors; Soccer; ATO Fraternity; Class Officer Sophomore Year.

THOMAS, AARON RODNEY
Natural Sciences
Course Guide; Student Advisor

THOMAS, JOHN D.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Lacrosse; Football.

THOMPSON, STEPHEN J.
Electrical Engineering
Intramural; Freshman Honors; Tau Beta Pi; President; Dean's List; Kappa Nu, President.

TIERNEY, JOHN T.
Political Science
Pi Sigma Alpha; Chairman, TEVAL.

TILLEM, JONATHAN ROSS
Chemistry
Freshman Honors; Student Activities Commission Chairman; Student Council, Treasurer; Sigma Nu Fraternity; Bridge Team.

TRAINOR, JOHN E.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Varsity Baseball.

TROGLER, WILLIAM C.
Chemistry
Freshman Honors; Student Affiliate of American Chemical Society.

TSIEN, CHRISTOPHER C.
Natural Sciences
Honors Commission; Sigma Nu Fraternity; Treasurer; Chess Club, Vice President.

TURISCO, JOANN S.
Mathematics
VANNORTWICK, WILLIAM S.
Psychology
Beta Theta Pi

VELEZ, CAMILA
VENANZI, ROBERT LOUIS
Electrical Engineering
Student Switchboard Operator; Band.

VISSCHER, LILIANA G.
Natural Sciences
VITTO, VERNON RICHARD
Mathematical Sciences
Beta Theta Pi; Vice President.

VOGEL, VICTOR G.
Natural Sciences
JV Tennis; Intramural Athletics;
Charles St. Journal Science Editor;
Alpha Phi Omega; Vice President; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Social Chairman; Vice President.

WADE, MICHAEL
Psychology
WAGNER, ARTHUR LINN
Psychology
Track; McGovern For President;
Phi Motoric Community Center.

WALLACE, RICHARD J.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Barnstormer, Bus. Manager; Alpha Psi Omega; Intramurals;
WELLS, JACKSON G.
Humanistic Studies.

WARD, WILLIAM A.
WARING, RICHARD E.
Psychology
Newsletter, Editor in Chief.

WATERS, ANTHONY K.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Letters and papers; Tutorial Program; BSU;

WATERS, WILLIAM MCFERRIN
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Freshman Lacrosse; Newsletter;

WEINER, MARLI F.
German

WELLMAN'S CENTER
WELGREN, SANDRA
Psychology
 WHIPPS, RANDOLPH G.

BIology
Alpha Epsilon Delta.

WHITE, PHIL M.
Natural Sciences
Amateur Radio Club, Vice President;

WJHU Disc Jockey; Student Advisor;
Orientation Committee.

WHITE, RICHARD HAILEY
Philosophy
Soccer.

WICKE, GEORGE JAMES
Psychology
Basketball; WJHU; Traffic Manager

WITTSTADT, RAYMOND A.
Natural Sciences
Swimming, Manager, Water Polo.

WORLEY, PAUL F.
Chemistry
YAFFE, DAVID PHILIP
Social and Behavioral Sciences
1973 MSE Symposium, Pres.; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Housemaster; Associate Editor Charles St. Journal; Band.

YANG, HAROLD C.
YOUNG, CYNTHIA E.
Humans
Cheerleading; Admissions Council.

YOUNQWET, GAVIN R.
YOUNGER, STEVEN DOUGLAS
Pre-medicine
BIA; Tau Epsilon Phi; Athletic Chairman; Student Advisor; Orientation.

ZACHARIAS, CHARLES F.
ZACHARIAS, FRED C.
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Bridge Club Chairman; Student for McGovern's Urban Affairs Council.

ZAJAC, THEODORE
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Nu, Vice President; IEEE; Eta Kappa Nu; Masters Program.

ZARFES, WILLIAM LOUIS
Psychology
Honja Bay Society.

ZARO, BETH ELLEN
Social Relations
Blue Key; Course Guide; Student Advisor; Transfer Orientation; Marying
SPONSORS

Dr. Ralph Berg and Family  The Jensen Family
P.O. Box 182  51 Squires Lane
Kenilworth, New Jersey  New Canaan, Connecticut

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cook  Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pucillo
220 Elderfields Road  55 Bronx Street
Manhasset, New York  Mount Vernon, New York

Mr. and Mrs. James P.  Dr. and Mrs. Carl Rasin
DeCarlo and Sons  141 Boulevard
2300 Covered Bridge Garth  Passaic, New Jersey
Baltimore, Maryland

Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Friend  Dr. and Mrs. Jai Y. Ryu
R. #1, Box 83A  1316 Alexandria Avenue
Augusta, Kansas  Alexandria, Virginia

Mr. Arnold Goldman and  Dr. and Mrs. George T. Swimmer
Family  488 Rosedale Avenue
23 Hooper Avenue  White Plains, New York
West Orange, New Jersey

LTC and Mrs. Gerald Q.  Dr. Philip Yankowitz and
Greenfield  Family
9425 Mellenbrook Road  16041 Royal Mt. Drive
Columbia, Maryland  Encino, California
PATRONS

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bromberg
The Daniels Family
The Duncan Family
Dr. and Mrs. Roger Duvoisin
The Eastman Family
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Fortner
Mr. and Mrs. G.F. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Gaylord
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Goldman
Mrs. Henrietta P. Haslinger
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Januszkiewicz
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. LaBerge
Mr. George Laniado and Family
Dr. and Mrs. Edward C. Loo
Dr. and Mrs. W.H. Zinkham
Mr. Charles N. McMann and Family

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Meginnis
Mr. and Mrs. Dominick J. Miscione
Mr. Ronald P. Olsen and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Simon G. Poe
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Rickard
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Rosenberg
Mr. Paul W. Shaak and Family
Mr. Thomas B. Sweatt and Family
The Sze Family
Mr. John R. Terrell and Family
Mr. George Udell and Family
THANKS, BUT NO THANKS . . .

. . . To the Alumni Association for turning upon us deaf ears;

. . . To Student Activities Director Alan Sapakie for refusing to sign a contract, costing us several hundred dollars;

. . . To the Student Council, for failing to be of any assistance to us whatsoever, contributing nothing but aggravation;

. . . To those organizations, like the Women's Center and the Film Committee, who promised contributions but later backed down;

. . . To John Tillem, Alan Sapakie (again), and Andrew Savitz of the SAC Executive Committee for their appropriation of $0.00 and their indifference to the fate of the HULLABALOO;

. . . And To President Muller's office for sending us to Jake Hall's office, who sent us to Dean Fitzpatrick's office, who sent us to Alan Sapakie, who gave us nothing but grief.
OUR GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS...

... To those Student Groups who gave financial support, including: BIA, H-Club, WJHU Radio, Black Students' Union, Honor Commission, Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium, Omicron Delta Kappa, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Band, Class of 1975, Class of 1977.
(Those groups not pictured will be included in the supplement).

... To our Goucher friends, BERNIE OGENS and STEPHIE LEVEY, who, with tender and loving care, and with warmth in their hearts, donated time and energy in stuffing envelopes;

... To Mrs. Jerri LaPointe for putting up with our impatient demands and for lending moral support;

... To Debbie Golden and Jo Meglen for their assistance;

... To the Duplicating office for their prompt service;

... To Carolyn Rutley of the Registrar's office for her consideration;

... To THE NEWSLETTER for its favorable publicity;

... And, perhaps most important of all, to our Sponsors and Patrons, without whose financial support this book would be but a dream of the editors.

(The names of Sponsors and Patrons, whose donations were received after the publication deadline, will appear in the HULIABAIDO Supplement.)
CREDITS

Jeffrey J. Mirman: Editor-in-Chief
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Asst. Editor
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Anthony Riela: Sports
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Bertha Polin: Activities
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Stuart Mirvis
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BUSINESS
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Mark Anderson
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Ed Derosis
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